
Joyroom JR-ZS366-W magnetic car cockpit/air vent holder (bla Ref: 6956116757236
Joyroom JR-ZS366-W magnetic car cockpit/air vent holder (black)

Joyroom JR-ZS366-W magnetic car mount for cockpit/air vents (black)
The Joyroom mount will find the perfect place in your car, regardless of the model you drive every day. Made of high-quality materials, it
provides  solid  support  for  your  phone  on  the  cockpit  or  air  vents.  With  its  solid  magnet,  it  works  with  12/13/14  series  iPhones  and
MagSafe-enabled cases. The metal puck you will find in the package will allow you to extend the functionality of the mount so that you
can freely use it with other smartphone models. 
 
Powerful magnet strength
The innovative arrangement of magnets in the Joyroom JR-ZS356 holder attracts the device with tremendous force, so that the phone is
held firmly even when driving over uneven surfaces. The strong hold does not affect the functionality of the device - you can freely use
navigation and manage music to make your trip more pleasant.  What's more,  thanks to the handle's rotatability,  you will  successfully
position your phone in the right position for you.
 
Created with convenience in mind
The compact size of the holder means that it does not block the air vents or the driver's view. This ensures that you have unobstructed
driving  access  and  excellent  visibility  of  the  road.  The  mount  is  hassle-free  to  install  and  remove,  so  you  can  change  its  position
according to your current needs.
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Included
Phone holder
Metal pad
Clip for mounting in the ventilation grille
Suction cup for mounting on the cockpit
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-ZS366-W
	Compatibility
	iPhone 12/13/14 series and cases with MagSafe function
	Mounting
	Suction cup with nano adhesive and base with 3M adhesive

Preço:

Antes: € 11.5005

Agora: € 10.90

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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